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Abstract--Classical numerical codes are not valid for the integration of singular initial value 
problems. However, these problems are very common in the applied sciences. An example is the 
study of the elastic equations of the earth including the effect of the solid inner core. Frequently, 
the technique used is the introduction of a change of variable (mainly blowing-up) that remove 
the singularity or reduce the singularity to an other more simple. In this paper, we propose the 
combination of a symbolic technique, which let us obtain parameterizatious f the solutions in the 
singular point, with a classical numerical code that we initialize with the symbolic solution. There 
are a lot of extensions of these techniques. Here we only present a first approach to the problem. 
~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In most of the cases, the general purpose codes fall when they try to compute the numerical 
solution of an initial value problem at a singular point. Let us take the following example: 
y-ty'=o, y(o)=o. (1) 
The point (0, 0) is singular for this radial field, and then, it is not possible to initialize a classical 
numerical method for the integration of this problem. This is an intrinsic difficulty because, for 
this example, all the straight fines of the form 9 = ct are solutions of this problem. Therefore, the 
numerical code should be able to integrate the problem through a infinite number of branches. 
A singular problem with solution can have a finite or infinite number of solutions passing 
through the singular point. This fact depends on the dicriticity whose study can be seen in [1-3]. 
Dicriticity is related with the power of the independent variable that can be canceled out after 
a blowing-up (i.e., after a certain change of variable). In any case, the existence of different 
branches in the initial point do not permit the application of a numerical code. At the end of 
the last century, Fine [4] introduced some algebraic techniques for the parameterization f the 
branches of the solution of a differential equation at a singular point. These parameterizations 
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are made by means of power series with rational exponents with bounded enominator. These 
techniques were used in classical books, as that of Ince [5]. 
At the beginning of this decade, Carlo [6] showed the difficulties for the practical application 
of Fine results. A computational reinterpretation f these techniques by means of symbolic 
calculation can be seen in the works of Farto [1-3,7]. 
2. SOLVING STRATEGY 
In order to solve the problem of the initialization of the numerical method, we propose the 
combination ofa first stage of symbolic omputation and a second stage of numerical calculation. 
Let us focus our attention in a Cauchy problem of the form 
A(t, y)y' + B(t,  y) = O, 
y(to) = Yo, 
where A and B are analytic functions and (to, Y0) is an isolated singular point of the differential 
equation. In the symbolic stage, we will calculate an approximation tothe solution in the form of 
a truncated power series with rational exponents. Let ~(t) be this approximation. Fixing a step- 
size h, we can compute ~o(t0 + h), and the point (to + h, 7~(t0 + h)) will be a good approximation 
to a nonsingular point of the required solution, when we take a sufficient number of terms in 
the truncated series. From this point, we can compute the solution with a numerical code by 
integrating the regular problem 
A(t, y)y' + B(t,  y) = O, 
y(to + h) = ~(to + h). 
An outline of this idea in a particular case is shown in [8], but they do not give a systematic 
algorithm for the symbolic treatment ofsingular problems. 
3. BR IEF  DESCRIPT ION OF THE SYMBOLIC  STAGE 
Let us consider the following differential equation: 
s (t,y,¢,¢', =0, 
where f is an analytic function, and let us suppose that we know the power expansion of f in all 
their variables. We try to find all the solutions of (2) that verify y(0) = 0 in the form 
oO 
c.t ~ with e C, E Q, 0 < < (3) ~(t)=A. ,  3 , cj ~ ~ ~+1, j=0,1 , . . . .  
j=0 
To this end, we will use a sophisticated technique of undetermined coefficients. 
First of all, we will construct a diagram of points of R 2 based on the exponents ofthe monomials 
of the power expansion of f. Then, we made the Newton-Puiseux-Fine polygon of this diagram. 
This polygon is the border of the convex-hull of the set that we get when we add to each point 
the first quadrant of R 2. The sides and the vertices of the polygon give us the information to 
establish all the valid values for #0 and co. With these values, we made the following change of 
variable: 
sl=s(t, (cot.o + , - ' ' ,  
and we proceed with fl in the same way in order to obtain the values of ftl and cl. The iteration 
of this process gives us the truncated solution that we are looking for. 
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The details of this construction can be seen in [2,3]. All the steps can be implemented in 
a computer algebra system. Farto [2,9] has developed a software package in Maple V, called 
Poli:Dif ©,  to carry out these calculations. 
Most of the solutions of problem (2) can be obtained by means of these techniques and, if the 
order is one, under some restrictions, all the parameterizations of formal and convergent solutions 
can be found. Cano [6] gives sufficient, but not necessary, conditions for the obtention of analytic 
solutions. Any way, for the simplest case of order 1, there are some difficulties in the symbolic 
stage, but this is not the object of this work (see [2,3]). 
4.  EXAMPLES 
Next, we present wo examples of order one and with a number infinite of solutions at the 
singular point. We have chosen these problems because they have exact reference solutions. 
4.1. F i r s t  Example  
Let us consider the Cauchy problem 
2y- ty~+t3+ty=O,  
y(0)=0,  
whose solutions are 
y(t) = Ct 2 q- (1 q- C)t 9' (e t -- 1), c • R. 
Figure 1 shows the direction field of the equation and some of the solutions of the Cauchy problem. 
If we take c = i, our symbolic algorithm gives the following solution up to order 5: 
15 qo(t)----t 2q-2t 3q-t  4q-~t  . 
With this truncated solution, we can start the numerical integration with initial conditions 
y(0.1) = ~o(0.1) and/ / ( -0 .1)  = ~o(-0.1). We have chosen the classical code DOPI~I5 described 
in [8] with tolerance 10 -5. Figure ~ shows the decimal ogarithm of the relative error. The good 
performance of the method is clear. 
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Figure 1. Direction field and solutions of 2y - 
ty ~ + t 3 + ty = O. 
Figure 2. Decimal logarithm of the relative 
error when integrating 29 - ty ~ + t 3 + ty = 0 
with c = 1. 
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Figure 3. Direction field and solutions of 
--sintTy+tcost--ty t =--0. 
Figure 4. Decimal logarithm of the relative r- 
ror when integrating - sin t+y+tcost - ty  I = 0 
with c = 1. 
4.2. Second Example 
Let us consider the Cauchy problem 
- s in t  +y +tcost - ty  t = O, 
y(0) = 0, 
whose solutions are 
ct + sin t, c E R. 
Figure 3 shows the direction field of the equation and some of the solutions of the Cauchy problem. 
Taking c = 1, the symbolic algorithm gives the following solution up to order 5: 
13  15  ~( t )=2t -~t  +~t  . 
As in the first example, we start the numerical integration with initial conditions y(0.1) = ~o(0.1) 
and y(-0.1)  = ~o(-0.1). We have chosen the same code, DOPRI5, and the same tolerance 10 -5. 
Figure 4 shows the decimal ogarithm of the relative error. 
5. F INAL  CONSIDERATIONS 
The examples are very simple and, perhaps, do not show all the importance of the symbolic 
stage. The symbolic stage is not merely the obtention of a Taylor expansion of the solution. In 
more complicated cases, the exponents can be rational and the obtention of the parameterization 
forces the introduction of the techniques we have shown. 
The symbolic techniques described in this paper are also valid with nonlinear equations. We 
have not included more sophisticated examples because we cannot study the precision of the 
method without a reference solution. 
In future works, we will study the influence of the number of terms of the truncated solution 
and the initial step-size in the precision of the method. Also, we will experiment with direct 
initialization of multistep codes with symbolic solution. After this, we are interested in the 
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